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ABSTRACT
Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) offer a unique alternative to traditional display technologies. Tailored device architecture can offer properties such as flexibility and transparency, presenting unparalleled application possibilities. Commercial advancement of OLEDs is highly anticipated, and continued research is vital for improving device efficiency and lifetime. The performance of an OLED relies on an intricate balance between stability, efficiency, operational driving voltage, and color coordinates, with the aim of optimizing these parameters by employing an appropriate material design. Multiscale simulation techniques can aid with the rational design of these materials, in order to overcome existing shortcomings. For example, extensive research has focused on the emissive layer and the obstacles surrounding blue OLEDs, in particular, the trade-off between stability and efficiency, while preserving blue emission. More generally, due to the vast number of contending organic materials and with experimental pre-screening being notoriously time-consuming, a complementary in silico approach can be considerably beneficial. The ultimate goal of simulations is the prediction of device properties from chemical composition, prior to synthesis. However, various challenges must be overcome to bring this to a realization, some of which are discussed in this Perspective. Computer aided design is becoming an essential component for future OLED developments, and with the field shifting toward machine learning based approaches, in silico pre-screening is the future of material design.

INTRODUCTION
Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) have attracted much interest in recent years, from the pivotal discovery of electroluminescent properties in certain organic materials and the fabrication of the first device to applications in present day technologies. With display applications being an essential component of many modern electronic devices, the unique properties of OLEDs have propelled them into the industry. Every day, functionality, reliability, and efficiency drive electronic devices forward, and with these devices advancing at an unprecedented rate, it is imperative that the technology behind them follows the same trend. The mechanically flexible, transparent, and lightweight properties of OLEDs create a whole host of new technologies and applications in this rapidly expanding market. Therefore, the advancement of these devices is highly anticipated. In comparison to rigid inorganic LEDs, OLEDs offer a unique flexible substitute, with possibilities including curved, foldable, and wearable displays. Additionally, as they do not require a backlight, a better contrast ratio and an overall improved image quality are achieved, compared with the LCD technology. OLEDs can already be found in a host of commercial applications from the automotive industry to wearable and mobile devices, such as smartphones and watches. While OLEDs offer an enticing substitute, they remain in their infancy with respect to their inorganic counterparts, so continued research is essential in improving device efficiency and lifetime.

So, what is an OLED? As a sub-category of organic semiconductors, OLEDs are carbon-based compounds with structures tailored for photo- or electro-luminescence. They utilize a thin layer of a polymeric or small molecule based organic materials to achieve a desirable wavelength of emission. A typical (small molecule) multi-layer OLED structure sandwiched between two electrodes is illustrated in Fig. 1, showing each layer with the corresponding function. Upon the application of an external potential, electrons and holes are injected from the cathode and anode, respectively. Electron/hole
injection and transport layers then facilitate the movement of the charge carriers to the emissive layer (EML), where they recombine to form excitons, and consequently, a photon of the desirable wavelength is emitted. A blocking layer, in combination with, or additional to the transport layer for each carrier can also be utilized to assist in the accumulation of carriers in the emissive layer by preventing electron transport to the anode and hole transport to the cathode.

Various factors affect the performance of an OLED, and typically, there is never an “ideal” solution to obtain an optimized device in all relevant parameters. A compromise between stability, efficiency, operational driving voltage, and color coordinate is inevitable. However, with an appropriate material design, it is possible to achieve devices that balance these individual limitations. This has been demonstrated for an emissive layer, with the novel concept of unicolored phosphor-sensitized fluorescence (UPSF), where a phosphorescent donor and fluorescent acceptor achieve a trade-off between stability and efficiency, while preserving the sky-blue emission color. Maximizing the device performance previously focused solely on improving the stability of the organic materials used. However, due to the advent of the new 5G standard for mobile applications, the focus has shifted toward increasing the efficiency and reducing the driving voltage of each layer. The functionality of the layer, which is determined by molecular architecture, electronic properties, and charge carrier mobilities, relies on the choice of organic materials. The individual choice of each layer and each emitter is crucial in enhancing the OLED in its entirety. Charge transporting and emissive layers have to be designed in such a way as to maximize their function and stability. By utilizing an electron and hole injection and transport layer, the device performance has been dramatically improved already. Therefore, tremendous research efforts have involved tailoring of electron injection and transport layers, hole injection and transport layers, and the various emitters for the emissive layer, as well as potential degradation mechanisms and reactions within the OLED device, to target stability improvements, all of which are necessary in the path toward high performing and long-lasting OLEDs.

Considering the individual emitters, at present, there exist stable and efficient triplet emitters for red, green, and yellow (for use in white OLED-TV stacks), with blue falling short. Blue emitters continue to be problematic and many ongoing research efforts target this specifically. The focus is most often on the emissive paths, be that fluorescence, phosphorescence, thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF), or sensitizing approaches. This ranges from understanding degradation mechanisms in phosphorescent emitters to utilizing combinations of emitters to overcome individual limitations. Although blue emitters are most notably challenging, overall increased stability and efficiency of all emitters and the device as a whole remain challenges for commercial OLED development.

With many potential candidates for each emitter and many potential emissive paths, it is crucial that simulations provide information and a deeper insight, which otherwise would not be accessible. Simulations can be used to study each of the OLED layers and the contending organic materials, as well as possible degradation mechanisms, all toward a better understanding of the internal processes and highlighting key areas of improvement. There are well established methods for helping to optimize the stacked OLED architecture, by modeling light outcoupling and the balancing of hole and electron transport. The next step is to incorporate molecular details and achieve a mechanism of evaluating an OLED chemical design.

**FIG. 1.** (a) Basic OLED structure: electrons are injected at the cathode to the electron injection layer (EIL) and transported via the electron transport layer (ETL); holes are injected from the anode to the hole injection layer (HIL) and transported through the hole transport layer (HTL). Both then combine in the emissive layer (EML) to form an exciton and emit a photon of specific wavelength. (b) Schematic representation of the flow of electrons and holes from electrodes to the EML.
The goal of simulations is to predict physical properties from chemical composition, also known as the forward problem; this would allow for pre-screening and an overall better insight. Simulations can not only be advantageous but also are an essential tool in the design of future OLEDs. This extraction of properties from the molecular structure alone is, of course, non-trivial, and computational pre-screening is not yet accurate enough for this task exclusively. However, a collective experimental and in silico approach can be beneficial due to the fact that there are a vast number of potential candidates and experimental pre-screening is notoriously time-consuming.

This Perspective will discuss the current shortcomings of OLEDs, in the search for increased device lifetime and efficiency, and how multiscale simulations can assist OLED design, including predictions of electronic properties, such as ionization energy, electron affinity, and electron and hole mobility. Additionally, it gives further insight into internal processes and highlights potential areas for improvement in existing devices. The prediction of microscopic device properties will be discussed, including the steps that would be required for the extraction of valuable properties from the molecular structure alone. We will then look at the possible direction the field may take, considering atomistic scale machine learning, with machine learning based approaches gaining significant momentum in most computational areas.

IMPROVING DEVICE PERFORMANCE

The path of exciton formation and decay resulting in photon emission, as well as the emission color, depends on the organic molecules and molecular packing. It is crucial to utilize the individual strengths of organic materials for their designated task. As a result, extensive research efforts have focused on each of the individual layers and the organic constituents. The “one by one” layer approach is more practical, as chemical properties of the molecules can be tuned for specific OLED characteristics. Listed below is a short introduction to each of the OLED layers, with an example of how the specific challenges are addressed, paying particular attention to the emissive layer and the challenges surrounding blue emitters.

Cathode and electron injection layer (EIL)

The injection of electrons into the organic layers has a significant impact on the efficiency of the OLED. Lowering the energetic barrier between the cathode and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the adjacent organic layer facilitates the injection of electrons. Low work function metal alloy cathodes, such as Mg:Al, are susceptible to atmospheric conditions. Therefore, for increased stability, cathode bilayer structures, such as MgAg/Ag and LiF/Al, have been frequently used. Numerous other studies have investigated n-type metal oxide semiconductors and alkali metal containing interlayers. Electron transport layer (ETL)

The electron transport layer facilitates the movement of electrons toward the emissive layer and, therefore, is a vital component of the device, confirmed by the extensive research on ETL materials. Since balancing electron and hole injection and transport to the emissive layer is crucial for OLED performance, the challenge revolves around finding suitable and stable materials with high charge carrier mobilities. Within electron or hole transporting materials, the presence of energy traps can have a detrimental impact on the charge carrier mobilities. For large energy gap materials, this is due to the fact that either the electron affinity or ionization energy lies in a trap region, such that unipolarity prevails. Specifically, when considering the ETL, a shallow electron affinity results in trap limited electron transport and low electron mobility. It has been shown that there is in fact an energy window, within which there lie materials for trap-free ambipolar transport, resulting in higher mobilities. This is an ionization energy below 6 eV for hole transport and an electron affinity above 3.6 eV, such that for an appropriate material design, ideally, this energy window should be targeted. Additionally, for optimal emission, the ETL should block holes and excitons from escaping the emissive layer. Therefore, the ETL layer should have a small injection barrier for electrons from the EIL or cathode, a highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level low enough to effectively block holes from the emissive layer, and a high triplet energy level for the case of triplet excitons (with high diffusion lengths). Considering one material among many various options, Alq3, has been extensively studied for electron transport (as well as hole transport and emissive layers), spanning from the first OLED fabrication. However, as it has a low triplet energy level, it cannot be used with an EML creating triplet excitons, unless coupled with an interlayer. For example, the use of a hole and exciton blocking layer, such as BCP in combination with Alq3, has been demonstrated to increase efficiency. A further option is improving the thermal stability of materials with high electron mobility, such as BPhen, demonstrated with the use of alkali metal n-dopants. Another alternative is the use of triazine based electron transporters, where substituents can be used to tune the electron mobility and LUMO energy for adjusted injection.

Hole injection layer (HIL)

Inserted between the typically used transparent indium-tin-oxide (ITO) anode and the hole transport layer (HTL), the hole injection layer eases hole migration at each of the interfaces. Materials for the HIL should have an ionization energy level situated between that of the preceding and succeeding layers. This is slightly easier for hole injection, in comparison to electron injection, due to the typically lower injection barrier. Nevertheless, it has been shown that the stepwise injection from anode to HIL to HTL can improve performance; such an instance has been shown with the use of an organic interlayer, such as MTDATA or 2-TNATA. For a HTL to be effective, the material should fulfill certain properties. It should have good hole mobility and appropriate HOMO level to ensure a low energetic barrier from the HIL, for hole transport, and a suitable LUMO level to act as an electron blocking layer. Similar to the ETL, HTL materials also need sufficient triplet energies to confine the exciton within the EML. The most widely used HTL materials are arylamines, such as NBPD, due to their high hole mobility and suitable HOMO levels. However, due to its
low glass transition temperature, NPB itself has low thermal stability, which can lead to device degradation. The vast research in recent years has focused on finding more stable NPB derivatives or alternatives with similar or improved performance.

Emissive layer (EML)

Red, green, and blue emitters are essential for full color displays. The goal is to achieve an emission layer of each color with high luminous properties, high efficiency, and high stability. Independent of the emission path, in order to maximize the out-coupling efficiency, the transition dipole moment of the emitter should be aligned horizontally with respect to the substrate plane. Also here, computer simulations of the evaporation process can help in predicting how emitter-host interactions can be employed in a rational compound design.

Localized energy states, resulting in well-defined singlet and triplet spin states within the OLED, aid with the luminescent properties. The excitation of the molecule involves the promotion of an electron from the singlet ground state \( (S_0) \) to the first excited singlet state \( (S_1) \) or the first triplet excited state \( (T_1) \), as shown in Fig. 2. Excitation occurs with a 25% probability to the \( S_1 \) state, as there is only one possible configuration (maintaining antiparallel spin), or a 75% probability to the \( T_1 \) state, with three potential parallel spin combinations.

First generation fluorescent emitting OLEDs typically have high stability but low efficiency. This is due to an unfavorable spin transition between the singlet and triplet states, with rapid radiative \( (\sim \text{ns}) \) decay only readily occurring from the \( S_1 \) state, resulting in around a 25% efficiency of the emitter. Increasing the overall efficiency in fluorescent emitters is possible using triplet–triplet annihilation, which is often facilitated by anthracene based hosts.

Second generation OLEDs or phosphorescent emitters, comprised of organometallic complexes, have high efficiency but lower stability. Here, radiative decay is possible from the \( T_1 \) state, resulting in slow \( (\sim \mu \text{s}) \) phosphorescent emission. Additionally, the presence of a heavy metal atom, such as iridium or platinum, with an appropriate ligand design, results in spin–orbit coupling. This allows for the transition between \( S_1 \) and \( T_1 \) states, known as inter-system crossing (ISC), which significantly increases the efficiency. The downfall being that these heavy metal complexes are particularly susceptible to environmental factors, which can lead to device degradation. The phosphorescent long-lived excited triplet state, typically in the order of microseconds (compared to nanoseconds of the fluorescent \( S_1 \) state), also leads to degradation, and as such, these emitters have low stability.

Third generation OLEDs that use TADF emitters harvest the triplet excitons lost in conventional fluorescent emitters by making use of a thermally activated process called reverse inter-system crossing (RISC). Choosing a sufficiently low energy gap between the \( T_1 \) and \( S_1 \) levels allows for RISC and can result in highly efficient and stable emitters.

Finally, a sensitizing approach is possible, combining a donor and acceptor molecule, with the aim of overcoming the individual limitations of both emitters. One such example is the use of a phosphorescent donor and a fluorescent acceptor. We will discuss the application of this mechanism, with a unicolored phosphor sensitized fluorescence (UPSF) approach, for the realization of a sky-blue OLED. The various emissive paths are shown in Fig. 3, outlining the energy levels and radiative or non-radiative (NR) decay for each type of emitters, or combinations. In its entirety, the emissive layer consists of the chosen type(s) of emitter(s), typically dispersed within a charge transporting host material to increase efficiency. Usually, this combats adverse factors, such as triplet–triplet annihilation in phosphorescent emitters, for example.

Currently, there are stable and efficient red and green emitters available, with extensive research focusing on both. Due to high efficiency, phosphorescent emitters have dominated the field, in the search for red and green emitters. Various charge transporting host materials have been the subject of investigation to understand the relationship between host and device performance, targeting hosts to combat potential efficiency losses. For a similar purpose, double emissive layers have also been studied. Additionally, red and green TADF emitters have been shown to be efficient, low cost alternatives to the expensive precious heavy metals found in phosphorescent emitters.

As previously stated, blue emitters are particularly problematic due to higher triplet energy and long triplet lifetimes, leading to the lowest stability. This remains one of the largest hurdles for commercial OLED applications to date. Immense efforts have centered around finding solutions to limit device degradation in phosphorescent emitters or utilizing hybrid emissive technology in an attempt to overcome it. The short operational lifetime of blue phosphorescent emitters has resulted in studies of degradation mechanisms. Once understood, these limitations can be addressed, potentially increasing stability. Specifically, this has included targeting adverse factors such as (1) chemical degradation, (2) triplet–polaron quenching, and (3) triplet–triplet annihilation. Additionally, simulations have been used to investigate host materials for efficient charge transport within blue phosphorescent emitters, providing a link between the electronic structure and molecular packing, to the rational design of effective host materials with high charge carrier mobilities. Blue TADF emitters and combinations of TADF with conventional fluorescent or phosphorescent emitters have also been investigated. This includes the impact of
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emitter–host interaction and methods of lowering the singlet–triplet energy gap, potentially enhancing the performance. However, at present, with triplet lifetimes similar to that of phosphorescent emitters, the low stability problem remains for blue TADF based systems.

A phosphor-sensitized fluorescence approach offers an alternative to conventional phosphorescent and TADF emitters for various emitting wavelengths, in an effort to overcome their individual shortcomings, by coupling both fluorescent and phosphorescent emitters. By utilizing a phosphorescent donor and a fluorescent acceptor, distributed within a host, it is possible to obtain a dual emitting system that is both stable and efficient. A unicolored phosphor-sensitized fluorescence (UPSF) approach, with matching donor and acceptor emission color, was recently proposed for blue OLEDs. The energy transfer processes and radiative decay paths of the phosphorescent donor and fluorescent acceptor, for the UPSF system, are illustrated in Fig. 3. The phosphorescent donor can (1) emit from the T1 state, or (2) transfer energy to the S1 state of fluorescent acceptor or (3) the acceptor T1 state. If the donor and acceptor molecules are adequately spaced (>1 nm), there will be a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) from the donor T1 state to the acceptor S1 state, resulting in fluorescence emission from the acceptor. On the other hand, if the molecules are closer in distance, a Dexter energy transfer will prevail, between the donor T1 state the acceptor T1 state, resulting in a loss of efficiency as this is a non-radiative state and no RISC is present. Experimentally, it was shown that by increasing the concentration of fluorescent acceptor molecules, the stability was increased and made apparent with a threefold increase in device lifetime. However, as a result of the probability of the Dexter energy transfer also increasing, the efficiency of the device decreases with increasing acceptor concentration, shown with a reduction in the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY).

Therefore, it was shown that the UPSF OLED has to be designed to optimize the acceptor concentration for increased stability and operation lifetime, and target donor–acceptor combinations with slow Dexter and fast FRET rates for increased efficiency.

Our recently published complementary simulation study for this blue UPSF OLED approach demonstrates an essential computational component of such OLED designs. By providing a deeper insight for better understanding and expanding on the scope of experiment to look at the limitations of the concept, as well as key areas of potential improvement, computational input can be vital. We developed a multiscale model, as shown in Fig. 4, to investigate the UPSF OLED and highlight any inherent limitations of the concept. Additionally, as the simulations are based on the experimentally achieved results, it is possible to do so without explicit consideration of chemical design, starting with atomistic morphologies of the UPSF systems and parametrizing the rates (from experimental data) of all of the essential processes involved to then solving the respective master equation with the use of a kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) algorithm.

First, it became apparent that an additional mode of energy transfer was missing from the original description and that transfer between donor molecules was also essential. This was taking place between the triplets of the respective donor molecules, as a donor to donor Dexter energy transfer, which was not obvious from experimental results. But, it was a mechanism which facilitated increased energy transfer between the donor and acceptor by allowing for a step-wise energy transfer process. Second, we could expand on the experimental results by studying increased acceptor concentrations in order to understand any limitation of the UPSF concept. A level of saturation was observed in terms of the number of donor to acceptor energy transfer processes, such that higher...
concentration of acceptor did not result in a higher number of FRET/Dexter events. Although the saturation of Dexter events may seem positive, it ultimately means that the UPSF OLED has an upper limit to the lifetime. When considering acceptor concentration to increase, less energy transfer from the donor to acceptor results in increased (long-lived) donor phosphorescent emission. Finally, we were able to demonstrate the potential of an ideal UPSF OLED design with Dexter energy transfer suppression and/or an increase of the radius in which FRET could occur. It was evident that the FRET radius had a significant impact on the OLED performance, exceeding the improvement from Dexter suppression alone. However, the chemical design of these materials, in particular, tuning of the FRET radius, is experimentally challenging, as it can easily lead to a compromise between efficiency, stability, and emission color. Therefore, we show that by combining experimental and computational results, it is possible to gain a better understanding of such a novel concept while highlighting key areas for further device improvements.

By addressing the role of exciton decay time in the UPSF system, we present one example of how simulations can address questions surrounding device stability. However, for a long time, the aspect of OLED stability has been underrepresented in academic research, partially because of a lack of access to highly purified materials or insufficient control over device fabrication methods. This problem can be overcome by collaboration between academia and industry such that nowadays stability limitations ranging from chemical to morphological changes in each of the OLED layers can be addressed. Computationally, it is possible to study chemical stability in terms of single-molecule properties, like bond-dissociation energies or more complex molecular degradation scenarios involving polarons and excitons. Simulations on the device level have also shown that the role of exciton–exciton or exciton–polaron interaction can play a substantial part in OLED stability. Therefore, being able to correctly describe the photophysics is a crucial part in understanding OLED stability limitations. This can be described as a multi-scale problem, including the single-molecule level, e.g., understanding fast intersystem crossing in TADF emitters, or on larger scales, e.g., triplet diffusion in the emissive layer or exciton-dynamics coupled to charge dynamics on the full device level.

**OLED MATERIAL LIBRARY**

As shown for the UPSF OLED, an initial computational approach is to construct a model from the available experimental data, thus providing deeper insight. However, the ultimate goal of OLED simulations is gaining extensive understanding between molecular structure and physical properties, ideally before synthesis, due to the vast number of possibilities. Therefore, it is vital to achieve reliable and informative simulations that could potentially reduce experimental focus to a more manageable subset of candidates. That being said, it remains a challenge to predict properties, such as solid-state ionization energies, electron affinities, and charge carrier mobilities.

The morphology of the system is crucial in this task, as morphological disorder can lead to energetic disorder and energy traps, affecting charge transport. As a result, predictive structure–property simulations are difficult, as realistic morphologies require accurate
modeling capable of predicting local packing arrangements, molecular ordering, and trap concentration.\(^9\) In order to construct morphologies representative of experimental systems, simulations require well controlled generation of homogenous amorphous solids. This can be achieved by thermal annealing above the glass transition temperature of the material, followed by a fast cooling process, to form a glass structure, in an attempt to imitate the typical deposition process of an OLED layer structure. By doing so, the molecules are locked in local energy minima. Unfortunately, this often varies significantly between experiment and simulation, such that the resulting morphologies regularly disagree. The main challenge is that realistic molecular packing is difficult to achieve and requires long simulation times to study self-assembly. By employing more complex methodology with increased computational cost, ultra-stable glass structures can be achieved by depositing particles one-by-one to obtain uniform packing, more closely mimicking that of experimental vapor deposition structures.\(^9\)

Accurate morphologies rely on efficient classical force-fields, while accurate descriptions of morphological and electronic degrees of freedom require polarizable force-fields. Parametrization of such force fields is a tedious task and would be impossible for the vast number of organic compounds required. To overcome this, it is possible to construct building blocks made up of the essential components of compounds most likely to be experimentally investigated, thereby introducing the concept of an OLED material library.

**OLED simulation workflow**

First, in order to generate realistic morphologies, appropriate force fields including accurate descriptions of bonded and non-bonded interactions must be used. Additionally, polarizable force fields are required, which take into account the charge distribution rearrangement caused by changes in the environmental charge distribution. An amorphous morphology can then be simulated with molecular dynamics (MD), typically annealing above the glass transition temperature, followed by fast quenching to room temperature using the NPT ensemble. Density functional theory (DFT) based electronic structure methods can be utilized to compute gas-phase ionization energy (IE\(_i\)) and electron affinity (EA\(_i\)). The choice of functional has to be carefully considered with the importance of considering long-range corrected hybrid functionals for IE\(_i\) and EA\(_i\) values recently shown.\(^10\) In disordered organic materials, such as those found in OLEDs, charge carriers are localized and propagate through the system by successive hops from one molecule to another. Rates can be computed with the Miller–Abraham expression,\(^10\) typically utilized within Gaussian disorder models (GDM), with a lattice arrangement of hopping sites and Gaussian distributed site energies. Alternatively, rates can be described by a thermally activated type of transport in terms of the Marcus theory,\(^10\) or by using Weiss–Dorsey rates\(^10\) for a wider range of temperature regimes, specifically using the low temperature approximations where Marcus rates are not applicable.

Within the high temperature limit of the classical charge transfer theory,\(^10\) the Marcus rate equation is derived from the importance of environmental coupling, using linear response theory to describe a heat bath coupled to electronic tunneling.\(^\) This quantum mechanical tunneling moves the electron from one molecule to the other, at sufficiently high temperatures, when the nuclear vibrations (also described as bath fluctuations) bring the corresponding energy levels into resonance. The rate for a charge hop from site \(i\) to site \(j\) (\(\omega_{ij}\)) is given by

\[
\omega_{ij} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \left| J_{ij} \right|^2 \exp \left[ \frac{-(\Delta E_{ij} - \lambda_j)^2}{4\lambda_j k_B T} \right],
\]

Here, \(\lambda_j\) is the reorganization energy, the response to a change of charge state. \(J_{ij}\) is the electronic coupling matrix elements, describing the strength of coupling between two localized states. \(\Delta E_{ij} = E_i - E_j\) is the driving force, or site energy difference between two neighboring sites, where \(E_i\) is the site energy of molecule \(i\).\(^11\) Molecules within a small cutoff range are considered neighbors, between which carrier hopping can occur. The quantities within the Marcus equation are then computed for each neighboring pair. A brief outline is included below, and further details and an in-depth explanation of these calculations can be found elsewhere.\(^12\) Computation of site energies includes (1) the ionization energy and electron affinity of a single molecule in charged and neutral geometries and (2) the interaction with the environment, including the electrostatic and induction contributions, with adequate cutoffs for long-range interactions to be considered. For reorganization energies, considering a charging and discharging molecule, the internal contribution due to geometric rearrangement and external contribution due to the environment must both be included. Finally, the electronic coupling elements require approximation of diabatic states, usually with the ionization energy and electron affinity, for hole or electron transport, respectively. With the charge transfer rates computed, it is possible to then model charge dynamics. Each carrier hop or event takes the system from state “a” to “b” with the corresponding rate for this transition and a probability for it to occur, which can be represented by the master equation. KMC is one method of solving the master equation that effectively provides charge carrier mobilities in the given system for holes or electrons. The complete multiscale simulation workflow is outlined in Fig. 5.

In order to facilitate a simpler workflow, it would be advantageous to have a library containing the vital components of these calculations. This would include the classical and polarizable force fields, as well as the structures and input parameters required for computation of electronic properties. In turn, this would establish the building blocks for further structures and systems to be investigated. In our current work, by creating these building blocks for various small molecule systems, it is our aim to provide an outlook for a fully functional OLED material library, which is of the utmost importance for future material design. In order for this concept to reach its full potential, i.e., the extraction of material properties from molecular structure alone, certain aspects of the forward problem should be addressed, which brings us to the adaptation of the material design strategy for future progress.

**THE FUTURE OF COMPUTATIONAL OLED DESIGN**

Ideally, parameter-free computer-based OLED design would be employed, utilizing pre-existing building blocks and tools, beginning with accurate prediction of material morphology for a new
system followed by the calculation of the energetic landscape. This would lead to rate evaluation of the various processes within the system, such as charge or exciton transfer, proceeding to solving the time-dependent master equation, all of which provide essential quantities for material evaluation, such as electron affinity, ionization potential, and hole and electron mobilities. However, this multiscale procedure, with length and time scales spanning several orders of magnitude is non-trivial, and as such, it is difficult to predict device properties from the structure alone.

A necessity for future OLED development (and for all organic electronics) is the complete understanding of all fundamental processes within the device and constituent materials. Charge and energy transfer simulations play a pivotal role in this pursuit, thereby promoting the advancement of simulation techniques and methods to achieve an increasingly comprehensive description. Exciton formation and transfer are particularly important for OLED functionality. The theoretical tools used to determine exciton transport parameters include DFT for electronic excitation properties,\textsuperscript{113} many-body Green’s function theory, and GW approximation with the Bethe-Salpeter equation (GW-BSE)\textsuperscript{114} for excited states and an adaption of Marcus theory to describe exciton diffusion.\textsuperscript{117} Further to this, an essential link between micro and macroscale would be

---

FIG. 5. OLED multiscale modeling simulation workflow: starting from first principles of an isolated molecule combined with atomistic and polarizable force fields. The amorphous morphology is generated with the use of molecular dynamics (MD). After computing the charge transfer rates, kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) can then be used to solve the master equation to study charge dynamics (e.g., carrier mobilities), giving macroscopic device characteristics. Additionally, future development can allow for explicit coulomb interaction to be included within KMC, implementation would involve rate updates at each KMC step.
employing more realistic charge transport dynamics, with an important addition, but computationally demanding approach, being the inclusion of explicit coulomb interactions and reevaluation of charge transfer rates at each KMC step.

The embedding of electrostatics within KMC simulations, as shown in Fig. 5, would provide valuable insight into charge dynamics, specifically, within slab geometries and interface interactions, vital for device characteristics. However, when investigating a system that is stochastically propagated in time, with each charge carrier hop leading to a new charge distribution and consequently altering all interactions with other charge carriers, the complexity of the problem is elevated and requires accurate and efficient methodology.

The accurate evaluation of electrostatic interactions is crucial but still remains a challenge as the methods to compute electrostatics require large system sizes and inherently long-range (complex) interactions, leading to high computational cost. Interaction distance cutoff methods can be applied to reduce the electrostatic contributions. But due to the long-range nature of electrostatics, as a result of the 1/r decay of the Coulomb potential, a cutoff radius is often insufficient and more exact methods have to be employed. In fact, neglecting long-range contributions has been shown to cause inaccuracies with variation of simulated carrier densities and device performance predictions, when compared to exact methods. On the other hand, using exact methods for computing electrostatics typically involves summation techniques, such as Ewald summation and the more efficient particle mesh Ewald (PME). However, in large periodic systems, an exact description is often unfeasible or highly computationally demanding. Therefore, further methods have to be considered, specifically for non-periodic systems (requiring more sophisticated summation).

Very recently, efficient electrostatic evaluation for the use in KMC applications have been demonstrated by exploiting the fact that each KMC step corresponds to one charge carrier hop, resulting in a modest charge redistribution. This has been achieved with a new variant of the Fast Multipole Method and in a second approach utilizing local charge contributions to the hopping rate before and after a hop, allowing for a newly adapted cutoff scheme. The implementation of electrostatics within KMC simulations is clearly challenging, but this recent progress shows it is achievable.

Furthermore, computational material design tools look toward other future developments. A key area and one which has gained significant interest in recent years is machine learning based techniques. Application of machine learning for OLED materials would be a significant step forward for their computational design. For this to be achievable, accurate molecular/chemical descriptors are crucial. This is a difficult task, as it requires identification of correlations between similar structures with similar properties, linking this to a simple and systematic feature which can be extracted. For OLED materials, these vital descriptors are missing, and only when they can be accurately obtained can the field move toward machine learning approaches. Nevertheless, recent progress in machine learning demonstrates the significant potential of these methods. First, local properties such as electrostatic multipole expansions can already be predicted using kernel-based techniques. Secondly, they can present practical strategies to parametrize force fields by providing coarse-grained (CG) potentials, which are more efficient. Third, properties such as the glass transition temperature can be correlated with the chemical structure, using a quantitative structure–property relationship approach, with predictive modeling capable of pre-screening thermally stable candidates from only topological indices, altogether highlighting the possibilities of machine learning in the context of OLED design.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In summary, OLED applications do offer a unique alternative to traditional display technologies, with their flexible, lightweight, and transparent possibilities. However, due to their commercial infancy, they have obstacles to overcome, particularly regarding device lifetime and efficiency. Within this Perspective, we have highlighted the improvements made to each of the OLED layers, with respect to their constituent materials, most notably the emissive layer and the extensive efforts to achieve an efficient and stable blue OLED, including the novel UPSF approach, bringing a blue OLED to light by reaching a balance of stability, efficiency, and emissive color, accompanied by our multiscale computational studies, highlighting the possibilities of the concept with an appropriate material design. The shift to an OLED material library then signifies the importance to achieve pre-screening, reducing an almost infinite set of potential candidates for OLED applications, to a more manageable number prior to synthesis. This multiscale procedure is, of course, a non-trivial task, and certain aspects of the forward problem need to be addressed before moving to parameter-free methods, allowing for extraction of device properties from the molecular structure alone. Computational method development is therefore essential, only then can the gap between structure and device properties be closed, thereby reducing both experimental and computational cost.
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